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Abstract: We have provided theoretical study on the spectral and temporal
properties of the scattering of pulsed plane wave from a symmetrical groove
doublet configuration. Based on the numerical calculation results, we show
that the spectrum and the waveform of the scattered field are sensitive to the
shape of the rectangular grooves when the grooves are deep enough. In both
spectral and temporal domain, a damped oscillatory behavior occurs when
the groove spacing increases. Furthermore, the spectral and temporal
dependences of the angular distribution are consisted of interference-like
fringe patterns. These patterns are sensitive to the size of the groove width
and spacing rather than the groove shape when the depth is small enough.
Our study takes the analysis of pulse scattering by finite grooves a step
further on the theoretical side, and offers opportunities for the control of
spectral and temporal properties of pulsed scattered wave in low frequency
regime such as THz and microwave domain.
©2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (290.5880) Scattering, rough surfaces; (050.2770) Gratings; (040.2235) Far
infrared or terahertz.
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1. Introduction
Although the scattering of electromagnetic wave on a finite collection of grooves has been
extensively studied over the last several decades, there appears to be resurgent interest in this
topic. This is driven largely by the ongoing desire to understand the underlying physics and
develop new applications of wave manipulation. There have been several studies of the
scattering of electromagnetic waves by isolated grooves of various types on an otherwise
planar metal surface [1–7], as well as studies of scattering processes in multi-groove
configurations [8–13]. However, in all of this work the incident wave was assumed as
continuous wave, i.e. the incident wave was assumed to be monochromatic. Recent
experimental time-domain studies on the transmission of pulsed THz wave through a single
aperture surrounded by annular grooves have been reported [14–16], demonstrating the ability
to alter the pulse shape of transmitted waveform using such a structure. These time-domain
studies are very useful, since they could be applied to controlling arbitrarily the spectral and
temporal properties of pulsed wave, which is of fundamental importance for the study of
optical physics, and has practical significance for applications [16]. On the theoretical side,
the scattering of THz pulse from grooves plays an important role for this phenomenon. To our
knowledge, the pulse scattering from multi-groove configurations contains two important
processes: One is the coupling interaction between grooves. The other is the interference
between the fields scattered by each of the grooves. Therefore, the scattering of pulsed wave
from two grooves, namely groove doublet configuration, is the simplest situation. However,
even in this basic case, little is known on the spectral and temporal characteristics of the pulse
scattering by grooves.
By the use of the waveguide mode (WGM) method, coupling interaction of
monochromatic electromagnetic wave in a groove doublet configuration was studied [13]. On
this basis, in this paper, we provide a quantitatively study on the characteristics of the
scattering of pulsed plane wave from a symmetrical groove doublet configuration. Numerical
calculations of the spectral and temporal scattered field amplitudes are carried out for varying
groove shape, spacing, and scattering angle. Based on the results, we show that the shift of the
spectral maximum and the division of the spectrum can be obtained at certain values of
configuration parameters, as well as the broadening and splitting behavior of the pulse in time
domain. The spectrum and waveform of the scattered field are sensitive to the shape of the
rectangular grooves when the grooves are deep enough. In both spectral and temporal domain,
a damped oscillatory behavior occurs with increasing groove spacing. Furthermore, the
spectral and temporal dependences of the angular distribution are consisted of interferencelike fringe patterns. These patterns are relatively insensitive to the groove shape when the
groove depth is small enough. Through engineering of the geometrical parameters of the
groove doublet configuration, we are able to control the spectral and temporal properties of
the pulsed scattered wave in low frequency regime such as THz and microwave domain. We
believe that new applications such as pulse shaping antennas, and couplers could be designed
based on our study.
2. Problem formulation
In this section, through the waveguide mode (WGM) method with coupling interaction [13],
we explore the time-dependent total scattered field of a symmetrical groove doublet
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configuration. For simplicity, we assume that the configuration consists of two rectangular
grooves in a perfect-conductor surface (PCS), as shown in Fig. 1. A pulsed transverse
magnetic (TM) plane wave ( Ei Eix xˆ  Eiz zˆ , and Hi Hiy yˆ ) is obliquely incident upon the
configuration at an arbitrary angle of incidence θi. As discussed in our previous work [13], the
com
compound scattered field of each groove ( H1com
S , H 2 S ) consists of two parts: the basic
c ,
scattered field (H1S, H2S) generated directly by Hi, and the additional scattered field ( H1S

Hc2S ) generated through coupling interaction, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Therefore, the total
scattered field of the groove doublet configuration can be obtained as Htotal
S

com
H1com
S  H2 S .

Fig. 1. Scattering by a groove doublet configuration in a perfect electrical conductor (PEC)
plane, including the geometrical parameters W, d, and Λ. A pulsed plane TM wave is incident
upon the configuration, with the angle of incidence θi. The groove doublet configuration is in
vacuum, thus εrI = εrII = 1, and μrI = μrII = 1.

We assume that the incident pulse is characterized by its only non-zero component of the
magnetic eld in vacuum,

Hi ( x, z;W )

f

yˆ  ³ dZH 0 (Z)exp[ik (Z)( x sin Ti  z cosTi )]exp(iZW ),

(1a)

H0 (Z) exp[(Z  Z0 )2 / ('Z)2 ] / ( S 'Z),

(1b)

f

where τ is the relative time, H 0 (Z ) is a Gaussian spectral amplitude, and k (Z ) is the incident
wave vector in free space. If the groove doublet configuration is in vacuum, according to
[5,13], the time-dependent basic scattered field of each groove can be deduced as

H jS ( U j ,T j ;W )
H jS ( U j ,T j ;Z ) | H 0 (Z )W

f

yˆ  ³ dZH jS ( U j ,T j ;Z )exp(iZW ),
f

N (Z )
ik (Z )
exp[ik (Z ) U j ] ¦ c jn j (Z ) L jn j (T j , Z ),
2SU j
nj 0

(2a)
(2b)

in which j = 1, 2 represent groove 1 and 2, respectively, θj is the scattering angle, c jn j (Z ) is
the field expansion coefficients, and L jn j (T j , Z) represents far-field Fourier integration of
modal aperture field. Then the time-dependent additional scattered field of each groove
generated through coupling interaction can be obtained as

HcjS ( U j ,T j ;W )

f

yˆ  ³ dZH cjS ( U j ,T j ;Z )exp(iZW ),
f

(3a)
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H cjS ( U j ,T j ;Z) | H cj (Z)W

ik (Z ) ik (Z ) U j N (Z )
e
¦ ccjn j (Z) L jn j (T j ,Z),
2SU j
nj 0

(3b)

where ccjn j (Z ) is the additional field expansion coefficients. Note that a series truncation of
N (Z) 2W / O , which provides excellent results in [5] and [13], has been used in this article.
As mentioned above, the compound scattered field of each groove consists of the basic
scattered field and the additional scattered field. Therefore, the compound far-zone scattered
fields can be represented as

H1com
H1S ( U1,T1;W )  H1cS ( U1,T1;W ),
S ( U1 ,T1;W )

(4)

(5)
Hcom
H2 S ( U2 ,T2 ;W )  Hc2 S ( U2 ,T2 ;W ).
2 S ( U 2 ,T2 ;W )
It should be noted that the polar coordinate origin of Eq. (4) is set at (x = 0, z = 0), while
that of Eq. (5) is set at (x = Λ, z = 0). The compound scattered fields of groove 1 and 2 can be
investigated by Eq. (4) and (5), respectively. Then, by using of coordinate transformation and
vector addition, the time-dependent total scattered field of the groove doublet configuration
can be expressed as
com
Htotal
H1com
S ( U1 ,T1;W )
S ( U1 ,T1;W )  H2 S ( U2 ( U1,T1 ),T2 ( U1,T1 );W ).

(6)

In Eq. (6), the process of coordinate transformation has the form

 U ( U ,T )
U12  / 2  2/U1 sin T1 )
° 2 1 1
.
®
/
)
°T2 ( U1 ,T1 ) arctan(tan T1 
U1 cosT1
¯

(7)

According to Eq. (4) to (7), the properties of scattering of a pulsed plane wave from a groove
doublet configuration can be analyzed thoroughly. Although the case of two grooves is
discussed for simplicity in this article, the formulation developed here can be generalized to
arbitrary number of grooves, which is similar to the process introduced in [13] for
monochromatic incident wave.
3. Numerical results and discussion
In order to discuss the spectral and temporal properties of the scattering of a Gaussian pulse
from the two grooves, we now calculate the total scattered field by the formulation in section
2. In practice, grooves are usually fabricated on metallic surfaces, which are treated as PCSs
in THz domain [17–19]. Thus we consider an incident pulse with ω0 = 2πf0 (f0 = 1 THz) and
spectral width Δω/ω0 = 0.1 (FWHM~5 ps). The spectrum and waveform of the incident pulse
are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), in which the spectral amplitude has been normalized to 1. To
make the numerical results clear, all size parameters of the grooves are compared with the
central wavelength λ0 (λ0 = 300 μm), and the angle of incidence θi is fixed to 0. Moreover, a
cylindrical surface of observation, whose radius is fixed to ρ0 = 400λ0 (ρ0>>Λ>W), has been
defined as shown in Fig. 2(c). Since the cylindrical surface of observation is in the far-field
region, the scattered filed at the surface can be calculated through Eq. (6). The shape of both
grooves is expressed as the ratio of the groove width to depth. We designate this ratio by δ =
W/d. Numerical calculations of the spectral and temporal scattered field amplitudes are carried
out for varying groove shape (δ), spacing (Λ), and scattering angle (θ1).
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Fig. 2. The (a) spectral and (b) temporal dependences of the incident Gaussian pulse with ω0 =
2πf0 (f0 = 1 THz) and spectral width Δω/ω0 = 0.1 (FWHM~5 ps). The spectral amplitude has
been normalized to 1. (c) The cylindrical surface of observation is defined as S with a fixed
radius of ρ0 = 400λ0.

Results of the δ dependence of the spectral scattered field amplitude are shown in Fig. 3(a)
and (c). In the range of δ<δ0, the spectrum of the scattered field varies drastically with δ, and
divides into two or more parts at some certain values of δ. When δ exceeds δ0, the spectral
change of the scattered field is relatively smooth. In both cases, the shift of the spectral
maximum can be observed, which is caused only by the distortion of the spectral shape rather
than by any nonlinear effect. The time-domain results corresponding to Fig. 3(a) and (c) are
shown in Fig. 3(b) and (d), respectively. It should be noted again that the horizontal axis τ for
all time-domain waveforms is the relative time. When δ is smaller than δ0, the waveform of
the scattered field changes drastically with δ. The pulse broadens and even splits into two or
more pulses at certain values of δ. As δ exceeds δ0, the time-domain field amplitude varies
smoothly. In our discussion, δ0 is an important parameter. For the case of W = 0.5λ0, δ0 is
about 1 while that of W = 1.5λ0 is 3.

Fig. 3. The δ dependences of the (a) spectral and (b) temporal scattered field amplitudes for W
= 0.5λ0, Λ = 3λ0, and the (c) spectral and (d) temporal results for W = 1.5λ0, Λ = 5λ0. The
scattering angle is fixed to 0° in the calculation.

We have also calculated the δ dependence of scattered field amplitude for different groove
widths (not displayed here), and found that δ0 can be estimated by δ0|W/0.5λ0 for any case of
W, which corresponds to a groove depth (d) of about 0.5λ0. When δ is smaller than δ0, some
minima of field can be seen in these calculation results, which are due to the groove resonance
of guided modes. In other word, δ = δ0 (or d = 0.5λ0) is the fundamental resonance condition.
Actually, since the surface is treated as PCS, the resonance is determined only by the groove
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depth d rather than the width W. Therefore, we have also shown the d dependence of scattered
field amplitude for the central frequency ω0 in Fig. 4(a). The period of the resonance can be
obtained as 0.5λ0 from Fig. 4(a).

Fig. 4. The d dependence of the total scattered field amplitude (a) corresponding to the central
frequency in Fig. 3. The Λ dependence of CIR (b) corresponding to the central frequency in
Fig. 5.The scattering angle is fixed to 0° in the calculation.

Figure 5(a) and (c) show the groove spacing (Λ) dependence of the spectral scattered field
amplitude. A damped oscillatory behavior with period of about λ0 can be observed clearly for
given frequency, which is similar to the case of monochromatic incident wave [13]. The
damped oscillations of scattered field are due to the same behavior of coupling interaction
between the two grooves. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the coupling interaction can be investigated
quantitatively through coupling interaction ratio (CIR) [13] for given frequency. These
oscillations come from interference between H1com
and Hcom
S
2 S . Meanwhile, the damped
behavior with increasing Λ is attributed to the decreasing of the coupling interaction between
grooves, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The quasi-periodic shifts of the spectral maximum can also be
observed, and the spectrum divides into two or more parts at some certain values of Λ, as
shown in Fig. 5(a) and (c). The temporal scattered field amplitudes versus Λ are illustrated in
Fig. 5(b) and (d). The pulse broadens and even splits at certain values of Λ, and these two
behaviors are more and more obvious with increasing Λ. One can also see from Fig. 5(b) and
(d) that a damped oscillatory behavior with period of about λ0 occurs in the main pulse. This
behavior corresponds to that of spectral, and its mechanism has been discussed above.
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Fig. 5. The Λ dependences of the (a) spectral and (b) temporal scattered field amplitudes for W
= 0.5λ0, δ = 2, and the (c) spectral and (d) temporal results for W = 1.5λ0, δ = 5. The scattering
angle is fixed to 0° in the calculation.

The spectral dependence of the scattering angular distribution is shown in Fig. 6(a), (c),
(e), and (g). These angular distributions, which consist of interference-like fringe patterns, are
symmetrical about θ1 = 0° with spectral distortion. Such distortion differs from one scattering
angle to another. Different from the case of spectral, the angular fringe pattern associated with
time domain is distorted along its time evolution drastically, thus leading to asymmetry in the
angular distribution, as shown in Fig. 6(b), (d), (f), and (h). It is obvious that all these angular
fringe patterns come from the interference between the two scattered fields H1com
and Hcom
S
2S .
One can also see from these figures that both spectral and temporal dependences of the
angular distribution are not sensitive to δ for the case of d<0.5λ0, but they are sensitive to W
and Λ. It means that these distributions are sensitive to the size of the groove width and
spacing rather than the groove shape when d<0.5λ0.
These numerical studies indicate that the scattering of pulsed plane wave from a groove
doublet configuration could be conveniently analyzed by the formulation developed in part 2.
Meanwhile, the results obtained above could be applied to controlling the spectral and
temporal properties of pulsed wave, which is important in a broad range of applications, such
as pulse shaping.
Since the two grooves are assumed to be fabricated on PCSs, our results are applicable for
metallic configurations in low frequency regime such as THz and microwave domain. It
should be noted that this is not very rigorous in case the groove width is very narrow because
the finite permittivity of metals will affect the results. However, for metals in low frequency
regime, PEC approximation leads to simple analytical expressions of many kinds of models
even for subwavelength structures [5,13,17–19]. Moreover, when the surface plasmon
polaritons (SPPs) are stimulated by incident wave on the structured metallic surface under
some conditions, the scattering properties of pulsed wave will be different [20].
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Fig. 6. The spectral dependence of the angular distribution for (a) W = 0.5λ0, δ = 2, and Λ = 3λ0,
(c) W = 0.5λ0, δ = 5, and Λ = 3λ0, (e) W = 1.5λ0, δ = 5, and Λ = 3λ0, and (g) W = 0.5λ0, δ = 5,
and Λ = 5λ0. Meanwhile, (b), (d), (f), and (h) are the temporal results corresponding to (a), (c),
(e), and (g), respectively.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have quantitatively studied the spectral and temporal properties of the
scattering of pulsed plane wave from a symmetrical groove doublet configuration. The
formulation of scattering of monochromatic waves from two grooves has been extended to
pulsed waves. Numerical simulations of the spectral and temporal scattered field amplitudes
have been carried out for varying δ, Λ, and θ1. Results show that the shift of the spectral
maximum and the division of the spectrum can be obtained at certain values of geometrical
parameters, as well as the broadening and splitting behavior of the scattered pulse in time
domain. The spectrum and the waveform of the scattered field are sensitive to the groove
shape (δ) when d is greater than 0.5λ0. In both spectral and temporal domain, a damped
oscillatory behavior with period of about λ0 occurs with increasing groove spacing. Moreover,
the spectral and temporal dependences of the angular distribution are consisted of
interference-like fringe patterns. These patterns are sensitive to the size of the groove width
and spacing rather than the groove shape when d is smaller than 0.5λ0. Although a
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symmetrical groove doublet configuration is discussed here for simplicity, we believe that the
formulation could be as well generalized to the case of asymmetric double grooves.
Finally, our study takes the analysis of pulse scattering by finite grooves a step further on
the theoretical side. Through these results, we are able to control the spectral and temporal
properties of pulsed scattered wave in low frequency regime such as THz and microwave
domain. More applications such as pulse shaping antennas, and couplers could be designed
based upon the results obtained in this paper.
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